On-demand Labs – Credit Card Payment Process
Credit card payment and the NSE Training Institute

Online self-paced training consists of videos and resources available through the NSE Training Institute library, free of charge.

On-demand lab access within select self-paced courses allows you to perform guided lab activities independently, after you have completed the associated pre-recorded NSE self-paced lessons.

On-demand lab access with interactive hands-on activities enriches your learning experience and reinforces the knowledge you gained from taking the pre-recorded NSE self-paced lessons. If you purchase on-demand labs, the self-paced course page will be enhanced with the lab link and lab guides, and completion of the on-demand labs will be part of the requirements to complete the learning activities within the self-paced course.

*Please take note of the Lab duration to ensure you have enough time to complete the lab. Once the lab timer reaches 0, your lab time is over. You can only launch the lab once.*

The credit card payment for on-demand labs is currently available for select courses. Visit the Free Training page for the most up-to-date list.

Example of NSE 4 FortiGate Security 7.0 self-paced course

Option to purchase lab via credit card
When you click Buy Now, you can process your payment via Credit Card or PayPal.

Labs are not available prior to purchasing

- **LESSON 01: Introduction and Initial Configuration**
  - In this lesson, you will learn about FortiGate administration basics and the components within FortiGate that you can enable to extend functionality. This lesson also includes details about how and where FortiGate fits into your existing network architecture.
  - Duration: 45.28 minutes

- **LESSON 02: Security Fabric**
  - In this lesson, you will learn about the Fortinet Security Fabric.
  - Duration: 26.20 minutes

- **LESSON 03: Firewall Policies**
  - In this lesson, you will learn about firewall policies and how to apply them to allow and deny traffic passing through FortiGate. At its core, FortiGate is a firewall, so almost everything that it does to your traffic is linked to your firewall policies.
  - Duration: 34.55 minutes
Once labs are purchased, the lab information and resources section will display.

Buy Now – On-demand lab access
Click to purchase on-demand lab access via credit card.
Includes 12.7 hours of on-demand lab access without instructor facilitation.
Price ($1/60min) includes lab access and Lab Guide. Study Guide and exam voucher are not included.

Purchased $127 USD

Lab Information and Resources
Once you complete the lesson, the associated lab becomes visible.

Please take note of the Lab duration to ensure you have enough time to complete the lab. Once the lab timer reaches 0, your lab time is over. You can only launch the lab once.

Click the lab activity to enter the lab. Then, from the top left corner, click Click to start lab. The lab will take a few minutes to launch, and the lab timer begins.

3 modules

Lab Access Test
Before you begin your labs, please test your lab access:
2. Select your region and then click Run.

Lab Guide (pdf)
The Lab Guide contains the lab exercises in the PDF format.

Lab Q&A Forum
If you have any questions about the labs, join the discussion and ask the Fortinet user community or our Fortinet instructors.

24 modules

LESSON 01: Introduction and Initial Configuration
In this lesson, you will learn about FortiGate administration basics and the components within FortiGate that you can enable to extend functionality. This lesson also includes details about how and where FortiGate fits into your existing network architecture.
Duration: 45.28 minutes

LAB 01: Introduction to FortiGate
Status: Not available unless: The activity LESSON 01: Introduction and Initial Configuration is marked complete
Lab duration: 50 minutes

LESSON 02: Security Fabric
In this lesson, you will learn about the Fortinet Security Fabric.
Duration: 28.29 minutes

LAB 02: Security Fabric
Status: Not available unless: The activity LESSON 02: Security Fabric is marked complete
Lab duration: 50 minutes

LESSON 03: Firewall Policies
In this lesson, you will learn about firewall policies and how to apply them to allow and deny traffic passing through FortiGate. At its core, FortiGate is a firewall, so almost everything that it does to your traffic is linked to your firewall policies.
Duration: 34.55 minutes

LAB 03: Firewall Policies
Status: Not available unless: The activity LESSON 03: Firewall Policies is marked complete
Lab duration: 50 minutes

After purchasing, labs become available and are part of the course completion criteria.
Frequently Asked Questions:

Do I have unlimited access to on-demand labs within self-paced courses?
No. If you purchase on-demand lab access within self-paced courses, you are required to complete the pre-recorded NSE self-paced lesson(s) to gain access to the associated lab activity. You must take note of the estimated lab duration for each on-demand lab activity, and ensure you have enough time to complete the lab, because you can only launch each lab activity once.

Cancelation Policies – On-demand labs within self-paced courses
To cancel or substitute on-demand labs within online self-paced courses, you must provide notice before you start the lab activities. We are not able to transfer or refund a lab that has started, regardless of the state of completion. More information can be found on our Policies page. To cancel or substitute, please contact Fortinet Training team.

Payment Policies – Payment Method
On-demand labs, purchased via credit cards, is conducted by our online reseller Paddle.com (Merchant of Record). Paddle provides customer service inquiries for credit card payments.

Expiration Policies – Online self-paced training
You must complete the online self-paced training, and the associated on-demand hands-on labs, if purchased, within three hundred and sixty-five (365) days of your enrollment. After this timeframe, your access to the self-paced training may be revoked.

For more questions, see our FAQ page.